I. The King is revealed (1-3)
II. The Kingdom is revealed (4-10)

Matthew 11
III. The Opposition to the King (11-13) How was Jesusʼ received?
A. The Antagonism of the Jews (11-12) Narrative
1. Commendation of John in spite of his confusion (11:1-19)
a. Johnʼs confusion concerning Jesus (11:1-6)
• John the Baptist was experiencing the very phenomena predicted in the
previous chapter. He was suffering persecution and would eventually be put
to death. If one as great as John experienced such a fate, how can we be
assured that we will escape hard times?
• It is not surprising that John was confused. He had announced that the
Messiah, Jesus would set the prisoners free and John was not being set free.
• Johnʼs confusion may reflect a view within the Jewish culture which saw two
different Messiahs - 1) the Son of Joseph who suffers, 2) the Son of David
who delivers his people.
• Jesusʼ answer to John is two fold. 1) focus on the signs and wonders that
identify my authority, 2) recognize that there will be a temptation to stumble
over me but those who keep from stumbling will be blessed.

“1 And it came about that when Jesus had finished giving
instructions to His twelve disciples, He departed from there
to teach and preach in their cities. 2 Now when John in
prison heard of the works of Christ, he sent {word} by his
disciples, 3 and said to Him, “Are You the Expected One,
or shall we look for someone else?” 4 And Jesus answered
and said to them, ‘Go and report to John what you hear and
see: 5 {the} blind receive sight and {the} lame walk, {the}
lepers are cleansed and {the} deaf hear, and {the} dead are
raised up, and {the} poor have the gospel preached to
them. 6 And blessed is he who keeps from stumbling over
Me.’
b. Jesusʼ commendation of John (11:7-15)
• Jesus reminds the people that the very thing that identified John as a prophet
of God was not his posh lifestyle but just the opposite. Donʼt therefore be put
off by the expectation of suffering in following Messiah.
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As great as John was, he was simply the doorman to the Kingdom. Those
who were a part of the Kingdom community would have blessings that John
would not.
John would fulfill the prophecy in Malachi 4:5 “Behold, I am going to send you
Elijah the prophet before the coming of he great and terrible day of he Lord.”
Matt.17:10-13 provides a commentary on this text.
Luke 1:17 “He will go on before the Lord, in the spirit and power of Elijah”
There will always be a tendency for violent people to express their hostility
toward that King and the Kingdom as witnessed by the growing persecution
by the Jews.

And as these were going {away,} Jesus began to speak to
the multitudes about John, ‘What did you go out into the
wilderness to look at? A reed, shaken by the wind? 8 But
what did you go out to see? A man dressed in soft
{clothing}? Behold, those who wear soft {clothing} are in
kings’ palaces. 9 But why did you go out? To see a prophet?
Yes, I say to you, and one who is more than a prophet. 10
This is the one about whom it is written, ‘Behold, I send
My messenger before Your face, Who will prepare Your
way before You.’ 11 Truly, I say to you, among those born
of women there has not arisen {anyone} greater than John
the Baptist; yet he who is least in the kingdom of heaven is
greater than he. 12 And from the days of John the Baptist
until now the kingdom of heaven suffers violence, and
violent men take it by force. 13 For all the prophets and the
Law prophesied until John. 14 And if you care to accept
{it,} he himself is Elijah, who was to come. 15 He who has
ears to hear, let him hear.
7

2. Condemnation of the proud because they hear and reject (11:16-24)
a. The rebellion of this generation (11:16-19)
• Jesus described this generation as “violent” and “forceful” in the previous
paragraph. Now he says that they are like spoiled children who will never be
satisfied no matter what Messiah and His forerunner do.
• John and Jesus seemed to represent radically different styles - John the
separatist, Jesus the friend of sinners. In the end the story would vindicate
both as an expression of wisdom.

But to what shall I compare this generation? It is like
children sitting in the market places, who call out to the
other {children}, 17 and say, ‘We played the flute for you,
and you did not dance; we sang a dirge, and you did not
mourn.’ 18 For John came neither eating nor drinking, and
they say, ‘He has a demon!’ 19 The Son of Man came eating
and drinking, and they say, ‘Behold, a gluttonous man and
a drunkard, a friend of tax-gatherers and sinners!’ Yet
wisdom is vindicated by her deeds.’
16

b. The reproach of its cities (11:20-24)
• Jesusʼ curse suggests that there are degrees of punishment on judgment day.
• He suggests that signs and wonders should melt hearts, convince minds, and
lead to a change in conviction, commitment, and conduct.

Then He began to reproach the cities in which most of
His miracles were done, because they did not repent. 21
“Woe to you, Chorazin! Woe to you, Bethsaida! For if the
miracles had occurred in Tyre and Sidon which occurred in
you, they would have repented long ago in sackcloth and
ashes. 22 Nevertheless I say to you, it shall be more
tolerable for Tyre and Sidon in {the} day of judgment, than
for you. 23 And you, Capernaum, will not be exalted to
heaven, will you? You shall descend to Hades; for if the
miracles had occurred in Sodom which occurred in you, it
would have remained to this day. 24 Nevertheless I say to
you that it shall be more tolerable for the land of Sodom in
{the} day of judgment, than for you.’
20

3. Comfort to the humble who hear and receive. (11:25-30)
• Jesus is not berating wisdom or intelligence but rather indicating that it does
not take worldly wisdom or special intellectual ability to “get it” with respect to
the message of the King and the Kingdom.
• Jesus suggests that the issue of the gospel is focused on the weary and
heavy heart not the philosophical mind.
• The message of the Kingdom is not a new burden so much as a message of
deliverance and grace.
25 At that time Jesus answered and said, ‘I praise Thee, O Father, Lord of
heaven and earth, that Thou didst hide these things from {the} wise and

intelligent and didst reveal them to babes. 26 Yes, Father, for thus it was wellpleasing in Thy sight. 27 All things have been handed over to Me by My
Father; and no one knows the Son, except the Father; nor does anyone know
the Father, except the Son, and anyone to whom the Son wills to reveal {Him.}
28 Come to Me, all who are weary and heavy-laden, and I will give you rest.
29 Take My yoke upon you, and learn from Me, for I am gentle and humble in
heart; and you shall find rest for your souls. 30 For My yoke is easy, and My
load is light.”
Today approximately 30 million Americans (one in four) believe in reincarnation. The
word "reincarnation" literally means to "come again in the flesh." The process of
reincarnation - continual rebirths in human bodies - allegedly continues until the soul has
reached a state of perfection and merges back with its source (God or the "Universal
Soul").
One's lot in life, according to those who believe in reincarnation, is based on the law of
karma. This law says that if bad things happen in one's life, this is an outworking of bad
karma. If good things happen in one's life, this is an outworking of good karma.
"Karma" refers to the "debt" a soul accumulates because of good or bad actions
committed during one's life (or past lives). If one accumulates good karma by performing
good actions, he or she will be reincarnated in a desirable state. If one accumulates bad
karma, he or she will be reincarnated in a less desirable state. In Shirley MacLaine's book
Out on a Limb we are told, "Reincarnation is like show business. You just keep doing it
until you get it right."
Some people twist the Scriptures and say that Jesus Himself taught reincarnation or
"cyclical rebirth." In Matthew 11:14, for example, Jesus said, "And if you are willing to
accept it, [John the Baptist] is the Elijah who was to come." Likewise, in John 3:3 Jesus
said, "I tell you the truth, no one can see the kingdom of God unless he is born again."
But these passages, rightly interpreted, do not support reincarnation. Matthew 11:14 does
not really teach that John the Baptist was a reincarnation of Elijah. Luke 1:17, an
important cross reference, tells us that the ministry of John the Baptist was carried out "in
the spirit and power of Elijah." Moreover, reincarnationists conveniently forget that John
the Baptist, when asked if he was Elijah, flatly answered, "No!" (John 1:21).
Regarding Jesus' words about being "born again" in John 3:3, the context clearly shows
that Jesus was referring to a spiritual rebirth or regeneration. In fact, the phrase born
again carries the idea of "born from above," and can even be translated that way. Jesus
clarified His meaning by affirming that "flesh gives birth to flesh, but the Spirit gives
birth to spirit" (v. 6).
There are other Scriptures that clearly debunk the notion of reincarnation. Hebrews 9:27
tells us that "man is destined to die once, and after that to face judgment...." Each human

being lives once as a mortal on earth, dies once, and then faces judgment. He does not
have a second chance by reincarnating into another body. II Corinthians 5:8 indicates
that at death the Christian immediately goes into the presence of the Lord, not into
another body. Luke 16:19-31 indicates that unbelievers at death go to a place of
suffering, not into another body.
We must also remember that Jesus taught that people decide their eternal destiny in a
single lifetime (Matthew 25:46). This is precisely why the apostle Paul emphasized that
"now is the day of salvation" (II Corinthians 6:2).
Further, Jesus taught the concept of resurrection, not reincarnation. In fact, He predicted
His own resurrection early in His public ministry (John 2:19). And after Jesus
resurrected from the dead, He appeared to some disciples and said, "Look at my hands
and my feet. It is I myself! Touch me and see; a ghost does not have flesh and bones, as
you see I have" (Luke 24:39). Jesus resurrected in the same body that went into the
tomb. His body even retained the scars and wounds in His hands, feet, and side from the
crucifixion (John 20:28).
In addition to biblically refuting reincarnation, we must also point to some of the
practical problems involved in the theory of reincarnation. For example, we must ask,
Why does one get punished (via "bad karma") for something he or she cannot remember
having done in a previous life? Moreover, if the purpose of karma is to rid humanity of its
selfish desires (as reincarnationists say), then why has there not been a noticeable
improvement in human nature after all the millennia of reincarnations on earth?
Finally, if reincarnation and the law of karma are so beneficial on a practical level, as
reincarnationists claim, then how do they explain the immense and ever-worsening social
and economic problems - including widespread poverty, starvation, disease, and horrible
suffering - in India, where reincarnation has been systematically taught throughout its
history?

Reincarnation
Members of what is commonly called the "New Age" movement often claim that
early Christians believed in reincarnation. Shirley MacLaine, an avid New Age
disciple, recalls being taught: "The theory of reincarnation is recorded in the Bible.
But the proper interpretations were struck from it during an ecumenical council
meeting of the Catholic Church in Constantinople sometime around A.D. 553,
called the Council of Nicaea [sic]" (Out on a Limb, 234–35).
Historical facts provide no basis for this claim. In fact, there was no Council of
Nicaea in A.D. 553. Further, the two ecumenical councils of Nicaea (A.D. 325 and
A.D. 787) took place in the city of Nicaea (hence their names)—and neither dealt
with reincarnation. What did take place in A.D. 553 was the Second Ecumenical

Council of Constantinople. But records from this Council show that it, too, did not
address the subject of reincarnation. None of the early councils did.
The closest the Second Council of Constantinople came to addressing
reincarnation was, in one sentence, to condemn Origen, an early Church writer
who believed souls exist in heaven before coming to earth to be born. New Agers
confuse this belief in the preexistence of the soul with reincarnation and claim that
Origen was a reincarnationist. Actually, he was one of the most prolific early
writers against reincarnation! Because he is so continually misrepresented by New
Agers, we have included a number of his quotes below, along with passages from
other sources, all of which date from before A.D. 553, when the doctrine of
reincarnation was supposedly "taken out of the Bible."
The origin of Shirley MacLaine’s mistaken notion that Origen taught reincarnation
is probably Reincarnation in Christianity, by Geddes MacGregor—a book
published by the Theosophical Publishing House in 1978. The author speculates
that Origen’s texts written in support of the belief in reincarnation somehow
disappeared or were suppressed. Admitting he has no evidence, MacGregor
nonetheless asserts: "I am convinced he taught reincarnation in some form" (58).
You may judge from the passages below whether this seems likely.
Irenaeus
"We may undermine [the Hellenists’] doctrine as to transmigration from body to
body by this fact—that souls remember nothing whatever of the events which took
place in their previous states of existence. For if they were sent forth with this
object, that they should have experience of every kind of action, they must of
necessity retain a remembrance of those things which have been previously
accomplished, that they might fill up those in which they were still deficient, and
not by always hovering, without intermission, through the same pursuits, spend
their labor wretchedly in vain. . . . With reference to these objections, Plato . . .
attempted no kind of proof, but simply replied dogmatically that when souls enter
into this life they are caused to drink of oblivion by that demon who watches their
entrance, before they effect an entrance into the bodies. It escaped him that he fell
into another, greater perplexity. For if the cup of oblivion, after it has been drunk,
can obliterate the memory of all the deeds that have been done, how, O Plato, do
you obtain the knowledge of this fact . . . ?" (Against Heresies 2:33:1–2 [A.D.
189]).
Tertullian
"Come now, if some philosopher affirms, as Laberius holds, following an opinion
of Pythagoras, that a man may have his origin from a mule, a serpent from a
woman, and with skill of speech twists every argument to prove his view, will he
not gain an acceptance for it [among the pagans], and work in some conviction

that on account of this, they should abstain from eating animal food? May anyone
have the persuasion that he should abstain, lest, by chance, in his beef he eats
some ancestor of his? But if a Christian promises the return of a man from a man,
and the very actual Gaius [resurrected] from Gaius . . . they will not . . . grant him
a hearing. If there is any ground for the moving to and fro of human souls into
different bodies, why may they not return to the very matter they have left . . . ?"
(Apology 48 [A.D. 197]).
Origen
"[Scripture says] ‘And they asked him, "What then? Are you Elijah?" and he said,
"I am not"’ [John 1:21]. No one can fail to remember in this connection what Jesus
says of John: ‘If you will receive it, this is Elijah, who is to come’ [Matt. 11:14].
How then does John come to say to those who ask him, ‘Are you Elijah?’—‘I am
not’? . . . One might say that John did not know that he was Elijah. This will be the
explanation of those who find in our passage a support for their doctrine of
reincarnation, as if the soul clothed itself in a fresh body and did not quite
remember its former lives. . . . [H]owever, a churchman, who repudiates the
doctrine of reincarnation as a false one and does not admit that the soul of John
was ever Elijah, may appeal to the above-quoted words of the angel, and point out
that it is not the soul of Elijah that is spoken of at John’s birth, but the spirit and
power of Elijah" (Commentary on John 6:7 [A.D. 229]).
"As for the spirits of the prophets, these are given to them by God and are spoken
of as being in a manner their property [slaves], as ‘The spirits of the prophets are
subject to the prophets’ [1 Cor. 14:32] and ‘The spirit of Elijah rested upon Elisha’
[2 Kgs. 2:15]. Thus, it is said, there is nothing absurd in supposing that John, ‘in
the spirit and power of Elijah,’ turned the hearts of the fathers to the children and
that it was on account of this spirit that he was called ‘Elijah who is to come’"
(ibid.).
"If the doctrine [of reincarnation] was widely current, ought not John to have
hesitated to pronounce upon it, lest his soul had actually been in Elijah? And here
our churchman will appeal to history, and will bid his antagonists [to] ask experts
of the secret doctrines of the Hebrews if they do really entertain such a belief. For
if it should appear that they do not, then the argument based on that supposition is
shown to be quite baseless" (ibid.).
"Someone might say, however, that Herod and some of those of the people held
the false dogma of the transmigration of souls into bodies, in consequence of
which they thought that the former John had appeared again by a fresh birth, and
had come from the dead into life as Jesus. But the time between the birth of John
and the birth of Jesus, which was not more than six months, does not permit this
false opinion to be considered credible. And perhaps rather some such idea as this
was in the mind of Herod, that the powers which worked in John had passed over
to Jesus, in consequence of which he was thought by the people to be John the
Baptist. And one might use the following line of argument: Just as because the

spirit and the power of Elijah, and not because of his soul, it is said about John,
‘This is Elijah who is to come’ [Matt. 11:14] . . . so Herod thought that the powers
in John’s case worked in him works of baptism and teaching—for John did not do
one miracle [John 10:41]—but in Jesus [they worked] miraculous portents"
(Commentary on Matthew 10:20 [A.D. 248]).
"Now the Canaanite woman, having come, worshipped Jesus as God, saying,
‘Lord, help me,’ but he answered and said, ‘It is not possible to take the children’s
bread and cast it to the little dogs.’ . . . [O]thers, then, who are strangers to the
doctrine of the Church, assume that souls pass from the bodies of men into the
bodies of dogs, according to their varying degree of wickedness; but we . . . do not
find this at all in the divine Scripture" (ibid., 11:17).
"In this place [when Jesus said Elijah was come and referred to John the Baptist] it
does not appear to me that by Elijah the soul is spoken of, lest I fall into the
doctrine of transmigration, which is foreign to the Church of God, and not handed
down by the apostles, nor anywhere set forth in the scriptures" (ibid., 13:1).
...
"But if . . . the Greeks, who introduce the doctrine of transmigration, laying down
things in harmony with it, do not acknowledge that the world is coming to
corruption, it is fitting that when they have looked the scriptures straight in the
face which plainly declare that the world will perish, they should either disbelieve
them or invent a series of arguments in regard to the interpretation of things
concerning the consummation; which even if they wish they will not be able to
do" (ibid.).
Arnobius
"[M]an’s real death [is] when souls which know not God shall be consumed in
long-protracted torment with raging fire, into which certain fiercely cruel beings
shall cast them. . . . Wherefore, there is no reason that [one] should mislead us,
should hold our vain hopes to us, which some men say is unheard of till now, and
carried away by an extravagant opinion of themselves, that souls are immortal,
next in point of rank to the God and ruler of the world, descended from that Parent
and Sire. . . . [And] while we are moving swiftly down toward our mortal bodies,
causes pursue us from the world’s circles, through the working of which we
become bad—aye, most wicked . . . [and] that the souls of wicked men, on leaving
their human bodies, pass into cattle and other creatures" (Against the Pagans
2:14–15 [A.D. 305]).
Lactantius
"What of Pythagoras, who was first called a philosopher, who judged that souls
were indeed immortal, but that they passed into other bodies, either of cattle or of
birds or of beasts? Would it not have been better that they should be destroyed,
together with their bodies, than thus to be condemned to pass into the bodies of
other animals? Would it not be better not to exist at all than, after having had the

form of a man, to live as a swine or a dog? And the foolish man, to gain credit for
his saying, said that he himself had been Euphorbus in the Trojan war, and that
when he had been slain he passed into other figures of animals, and at last became
Pythagoras. O happy man!—to whom alone so great a memory was given! Or
rather unhappy, who when changed into a sheep was not permitted to be ignorant
of what he was! And [I] would to heaven that he [Pythagoras] alone had been thus
senseless!" (Epitome of the Divine Institutes 36 [A.D. 317]).
Gregory of Nyssa
"[I]f one should search carefully, he will find that their doctrine is of necessity
brought down to this. They tell us that one of their sages said that he, being one
and the same person, was born a man, and afterward assumed the form of a
woman, and flew about with the birds, and grew as a bush, and obtained the life of
an aquatic creature—and he who said these things of himself did not, so far as I
can judge, go far from the truth, for such doctrines as this—of saying that one
should pass through many changes—are really fitting for the chatter of frogs or
jackdaws or the stupidity of fishes or the insensibility of trees" (The Making of
Man 28:3 [A.D. 379]).
Ambrose of Milan
"It is a cause for wonder that though they [the heathen] . . . say that souls pass and
migrate into other bodies. . . . But let those who have not been taught doubt [the
resurrection]. For us who have read the law, the prophets, the apostles, and the
gospel, it is not lawful to doubt" (Belief in the Resurrection 65–66 [A.D. 380]).
"But is their opinion preferable who say that our souls, when they have passed out
of these bodies, migrate into the bodies of beasts or of various other living
creatures? . . . For what is so like a marvel as to believe that men could have been
changed into the forms of beasts? How much greater a marvel, however, would it
be that the soul which rules man should take on itself the nature of a beast so
opposed to that of man, and being capable of reason should be able to pass over to
an irrational animal, than that the form of the body should have been changed?"
(ibid., 127).
John Chrysostom
"As for doctrines on the soul, there is nothing excessively shameful that they [the
disciples of Plato and Pythagoras] have left unsaid, asserting that the souls of men
become flies and gnats and bushes and that God himself is a [similar] soul, with
some other the like indecencies. . . . At one time he says that the soul is of the
substance of God; at another, after having exalted it thus immoderately and
impiously, he exceeds again in a different way, and treats it with insult, making it
pass into swine and asses and other animals of yet less esteem than these"
(Homilies on John 2:3, 6 [A.D. 391]).

Basil the Great
"[A]void the nonsense of those arrogant philosophers who do not blush to liken
their soul to that of a dog, who say that they have themselves formerly been
women, shrubs, or fish. Have they ever been fish? I do not know, but I do not fear
to affirm that in their writings they show less sense than fish" (The Six Days’ Work
8:2 [A.D. 393]).

